Gas Industry Standards Board



1100 Louisiana, Suite 4925, Houston, Texas 77002
Phone: (713) 356-0060, Fax: (713) 356-0067, E-mail: gisb@aol.com
Home Page: www.gisb.org
via email & posting
TO:

GISB Members, Posting on the GISB Home Page for Interested Industry
Participants

FROM:

Rae McQuade, Executive Director

RE:

Addendum to the Request For Comments dated December 22, 1999

DATE:

December 23, 1999

The GISB industry comment period begins today and ends on January 26 for an additional
recommendation listed below:
•

R99033 – Add four new capacity release business practice standards to address location
operationally available capacity, location operating capacity, and location scheduled
quantity.

The recommendations can be accessed from the GISB Web site, but are also attached to
this request for comment1. All comments received by the GISB office by end of business
January 26 will be posted on the Home Page and forwarded to the Executive Committee (EC)
members for their consideration. The EC members will consider all comments and are
scheduled to cast their votes on this recommendation on February 10 at the EC meeting in
Phoenix. If you have difficulty retrieving this document, please call the GISB office at (713)
356-0060.
Best Regards,

Rae McQuade
cc:

Jay Costan

All recommendations other than clarifications can be found on the "Request For
Standards" page (http://www.gisb.org/req.htm) which is accessible from the GISB main page.
Clarifications
(Cxxxxx)
can
be
found
on
the
"Clarification
Requests"
page
(http://www.gisb.org/clar.htm).
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RECOMMENDATION TO GISB EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

Requester:

Dynegy Inc.

1. Recommended Action:

Request No.: R99033

Effect of EC Vote to Accept Recommended Action:

Accept as requested
X Accept as modified below
Decline

X Change to Existing Practice
Status Quo

2. TYPE OF MAINTENANCE
Per Request:

Per Recommendation:

Initiation
X Modification
Interpretation
Withdrawal

Initiation
X Modification
Interpretation
Withdrawal

Principle (x.1.z)
Definition (x.2.z)
Business Practice Standard (x.3.z)
Document (x.4.z)
X Data Element (x.4.z)
Code Value (x.4.z)
X12 Implementation Guide
Business Process Documentation

Principle (x.1.z)
Definition (x.2.z)
X Business Practice Standard (x.3.z)
Document (x.4.z)
X Data Element (x.4.z)
Code Value (x.4.z)
X12 Implementation Guide
Business Process Documentation

3. RECOMMENDATION
STANDARD LANGUAGE:
Language:
(S86) 5.3.x Location Operationally Available Capacity (LOAC) should be reported as the quantity (in standard
units) remaining available to be scheduled at (or through) the identified location in the indicated direction of
flow. Location Operating Capacity (LOPC) should be recorded as the total capacity which could be scheduled at
(or through) the identified location in the indicated direction of flow. When reporting LOAC and LOPC, the
transportation service provider should indicate whether the individual reported location capacity is at the zone,
segment, or point level.
(S87) 5.3.x Location Operationally Available Capacity (LOAC), Location Operating Capacity (LOPC) and
Location Scheduled Quantity (LSQ) are associated information and should be reported at the same level.
Transportation Service Providers should report LOAC, LOPC and LSQ at, at least one of, point, segment or zone
level.
(S88) 5.3.y A Transportation Service Provider should support reporting in the Operationally Available Capacity
data set (5.4.13) the Location, Location Scheduled Quantity and the Location Zone. When reporting Location
Operationally Available Capacity and Location Operating Capacity, the Location Zone should be identified when
the location is associated with one Location Zone.
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(S89) 5.3.z The Location Scheduled Quantity and the Location Operationally Available Capacity information
should be updated by the Transportation Service Provider to reflect scheduling changes and be reported promptly
following at least the scheduling deadline associated with the timely and evening nominations cycles.

4. SUPPORTING DOCUMENTATION
a. Description of Request:
Request to add the name and definition of the following data elements to the data set 5.4.13
Operationally Available and Unsubscribed Capacity:
Business Name
Location Scheduled Quantity

Design Capacity

Definition
The total net scheduled amount per
gas day at the location, in the
identified direction of flow,
expressed in standard units.
The design Capacity expressed in
quantity per gas day at a location.

U
C

Condition
Mandatory only for
Operationally Available
Capacity.

M

This will increase the amount of information made available by pipelines to service requesters for
both competitive and monitoring purposes. It will also assist service requesters in planning for
their future transportation needs and will promote efficiencies in the market place.

b. Description of Recommendation:
Business Practices Subcommittee

June 23, 1999

Submitted by Dynegy as revised during the meeting
Request:

Request to add the name and definition of the following data elements to the data set 5.4.13
Operationally Available and Unsubscribed Capacity:

Business Name
Location Scheduled Quantity

Operating Capacity

Definition
The total net scheduled amount per
gas day at the location, in the
identified direction of flow,
expressed in standard units.
The operating capacity expressed in
quantity per gas day at a location.

U
C

Condition
Mandatory only for
Operationally Available
Capacity

M

This will increase the amount of information made available by pipelines to service requesters for
both competitive and monitoring purposes. It will also assist service requesters in planning for
their future transportation needs and will promote efficiencies in the market place.
The portion of the Dynegy work paper presented to EII related to this request follows:
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4.3.X For the subcategories of Capacity, the first column headings in the Content Area should
be Effective Date/Time, Location, Location Name or Location Zone, when applicable, Location
Purpose, Operating Capacity, Location Scheduled Quantity, when applicable, Quantity Available
and IT Indicator, when applicable.
Discussion:

There may be a link to a pending request from Tennessee Gas Pipeline, Request No. R99024. Mr.
Scheel responded that while there may be a relationship, this request adds new information and
should be addressed independently. Others noted that the description should address netting. In
the change from "design capacity" to "operating capacity," Mr. Scheel noted that it was changed
to reflect the need to show different capacity numbers based on operational conditions that
change throughout the year.
Mr. Lander noted that information posted on Form 567 – reporting the average capacity for
physical flow at the location over the twelve months specified and the peak capacity over the
same twelve months specified, reported in mcf, may provide the information requested in this
request and work paper. Mr. Scheel was not so sure and noted that the pipelines do collect
operating capacity which would be of more use than the information collected in Form 567.
Ms. Scott explained that because operating capacity is transient, it reflects the operating
conditions currently in effect and disclaimers are provided to protect the use of this information.
As such, she summarized that operating capacity is valuable commercially. Mr. Keisler and Ms.
York disagreed that the information was commercially valuable because it is transient, contains
significant disclaimers on use, and it must be viewed with other information. Ms. Crockett agreed
with Ms. Scott that for the pipelines that post this information, she uses it every day in her
scheduling activities. Mr. Whatley noted that providing this information should not be a burden
to the pipelines as operating capacity is the addition of scheduled quantity plus operationally
available capacity.
Ms. Hopkins noted that while this information is mathematically available for all points, it is not
reasonable to provide it all – Enron provides it for the points where they received requests for the
information – she defined it as commercially valuable. Mr. Bianchi noted that this information is
not mathematically available for points that do not have flow control, such as wellheads and city
gates. Ms. York explained that point capacity in and of itself does not support the commercial use
of the information. Segment capacity should also be taken into account.
Ms. Wachter noted that some pipelines provide line capacity, and point capacity only at selected
points. Ms. Scott noted that for pipelines that post this information, where point capacity is not
provided, zone or segment capacity is provided.

Motion:

Request to add the name and definition of the following data element to the data set 5.4.13
Operationally Available and Unsubscribed Capacity:

Business Name
Location Scheduled Quantity

Definition
The total net scheduled amount per
gas day at the location, in the
identified direction of flow,
expressed in standard units.
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U
C

Condition
Mandatory only for
Operationally Available
Capacity
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Requester:
Action:
For
Against
Total
Wtg. For
Wtg. Against
Passed/Failed

Motion:

Business Name
Location*

Dynegy Inc.

Request No.: R99033

The motion passed with the following vote [this was revised later in the meeting]:
LDCs
End Users
Services
Producers
Pipeline
Totals
1
2
7
2
0
12
1
0
0
0
11
12
2
2
7
2
11
24
1.000
2.000
2.000
2.000
0
7.000
1.000
0
0
0
2.000
3.000
PASSED

Request to modify the name and definition of the following data element Gas Transaction Point
Code 1 to the data set 5.4.13, Operationally Available and Unsubscribed Capacity:
Definition
The location where the quantity will be
scheduled by the Transportation Service
Provider

U
M

Condition

* Common Code
and delete Gas Transaction Point 2 Code and Description.
Discussion:

There was confusion on the relationship of this motion to Request No. R99024. For consistency,
location is an integral part of Request No. R99033 and is therefore addressed in this request.
Request No. R99024 currently resides in Information Requirements Subcommittee. Ms. Hess
noted that if we were to eliminate Gas Transaction Point and the associated definition and its
replacement with Location, the implication is that the data element refers to the places where
scheduling occurs. In further discussion, it was noted that this group should instruct Information
Requirements to make necessary changes to accommodate given business practices, not define
specific data elements. After discussion, the motion was withdrawn.

Action:

Motion withdrawn.

Motion:

Adopt the following business practice standard:
5.3.x (s86) Location Operationally Available Capacity should be reported as the quantity (in
standard units) remaining available to be scheduled at (or through) the identified location in the
indicated direction of flow. Location Operating Capacity should be recorded as the total capacity
which could be scheduled at (or through) the identified location in the indicated direction of flow.
When reporting Location Operationally Available Capacity and Location Operating Capacity, the
Transportation Service Provider should indicate whether the individual reported location capacity
is at the zone, segment, or point level.

Discussion:

Mr. Lander noted that the further standards to be proposed would explain how this information
could be used. Both he and Mr. Scheel noted that this proposed standard could stand on its own.
It was explained that how often operationally available capacity changes is at the discretion of the
pipeline to indicate changing operating conditions.
Mr. Bianchi expressed concerns on the usefulness of the information. He explained that Location
Operating Capacity is not always a result of the mathematical equation, previously noted by Mr.
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Whatley as: Location Operating Capacity is the addition of Scheduled Quantity at that location
plus Location Operationally Available Capacity. It is more of a fluid benchmark that changes,
and even though a disclaimer will be provided, it could be misused and misinterpreted.
Others noted that while this information in some cases may not be relied upon for business
decisions, it is better than nothing. The disclaimer will note that the user should be aware of the
transient nature of the information. Marketers and end users noted that they found this
information to be useful.
Action:
For
Against
Total
Wtg. For
Wtg. Against
Passed/Failed

The motion passed with the following vote [this was modified later in the meeting]:
LDCs
End Users
Services
Producers
Pipeline
Totals
1
2
7
2
0
12
1
0
1
0
11
13
2
2
8
2
11
25
1.000
2.000
1.750
2.000
0
6.750
1.000
0
.250
0
2.000
3.250
PASSED

Discussion:

Mr. Lander read the proposed standards defined during a break in the meeting. He read the
group of proposed standards in its entirety before making the following motion.

Motion:

The motion was made to adopt the following standard:
5.3.x When reporting Location Operationally Available Capacity (LOAC), a Transportation
Service Provider (TSP) that currently reports operationally available capacity at the point level
should continue to do so and should report Location Operating Capacity (LOC) and Location
Scheduled Quantity (LSQ), as well, at the point level.
When reporting LOAC, a TSP that currently reports operationally available capacity at the zone
level should continue to do so and should report LOC as well as the LSQ (which LSQ should be
the total of scheduled quantities at the zone level ad in the same direction of flow).
When reporting LOAC, a TSP that currently reports operationally available capacity at the
segment level should continue to do so and should report LOC as well as the LSQ (which LSQ
should be the total of scheduled quantities at the segment level and in the same direction of flow).

Discussion:

It was requested that this proposed standard plus the other two defined should be discussed but
not voted until companies had time to review how these standards would be implemented or
could be implemented in their operations. Mr. Lander and Ms. Scott as the motion maker and
seconder did not support delay at this time. Mr. Spangler noted that there were no standards to
allow for changes in the reporting from point, segment or zone. A break was taken to see if the
flexibility for changing the basis for reporting could be accommodated in the proposed standards.
It was explained by Mr. Whatley that LOAC, LOC and LSQ should be reported at the same level
if possible. Mr. Novak noted that striking "should continue to do so" may support the changing of
the basis for reporting. Mr. Whatley offered substitute language, which was further modified.
Ms. Scott and Mr. Lander concurred with the change so the motion was changed.

Rev. Motion:

Adopt the following standard:
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5.3.x Location Operationally Available Capacity (LOAC), Location Operating Capacity (LOC)
and Location Scheduled Quantity (LSQ) are associated information and should be reported at the
same level. LSQ should be the total of scheduled quantities, with respect to a given level of
reporting, in the same direction of flow. Transportation Service Providers should report LOAC,
LOC and LSQ at, at least one of, point, segment or zone level.
Discussion:

It was noted that a definition is embedded in the standard and perhaps should be identified
separately as a definition. The definition was removed through the consent of Mr. Lander and
Ms. Scott. The abbreviation of Location Operating Capacity (LOC) was changed to LOPC for
clarity.

Rev. Motion:

Adopt the following standard:
5.3.x (s87) Location Operationally Available Capacity (LOAC), Location Operating Capacity
(LOPC) and Location Scheduled Quantity (LSQ) are associated information and should be
reported at the same level. Transportation Service Providers should report LOAC, LOPC and
LSQ at, at least one of, point, segment or zone level.

Action:

The motion passed with the following vote:
LDCs
End Users
Services
1
2
7
1
0
1
2
2
8
1.000
2.000
1.750
1.000
0
.250

For
Against
Total
Wtg. For
Wtg. Against
Passed/Failed
Motion:

Producers
2
0
2
2.000
0

Pipeline
0
11
11
0
2.000

Totals
12
13
25
6.750
3.250
PASSED

Conforming change to s86 of the abbreviation LOC to LOPC.
5.3.x (s86) Location Operationally Available Capacity (LOAC) should be reported as the quantity
(in standard units) remaining available to be scheduled at (or through) the identified location in
the indicated direction of flow. Location Operating Capacity (LOPC) should be recorded as the
total capacity which could be scheduled at (or through) the identified location in the indicated
direction of flow. When reporting LOAC and LOPC, the transportation service provider should
indicate whether the individual reported location capacity is at the zone, segment, or point level.
The motion passed unanimously.

Motion:

Adopt the following standard:
5.3.y A Transportation Service Provider should support reporting in the Operationally Available
Capacity data set (5.4.13) the Location, Location Scheduled Quantity and the Location Zone.
When reporting Location, Operationally Available Capacity and Location Operating Capacity,
the Location Zone should be identified.

Discussion:

It was observed that zone is now a required field. Operationally available capacity can be reported
at zone, point or segment. If it is reported at the point or segment level, this standard would
require that the zone is identified. If a segment crosses zones, it is unclear which zone should be
specified. Zones may be identified as rate zones or operational zones. It was noted that the
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proposed standard refers to operational zones. Mr. Aschbrenner observed that there are segments
that are not identified to a zone. In a summary remark, Mr. Santerre observed that this proposed
standard predisposes that there is a relationship between segment and zone, which may not exist.
As a result of this discussion, the motion was modified:
Rev. Motion:

5.3.y (s88) A Transportation Service Provider should support reporting in the Operationally
Available Capacity data set (5.4.13) the Location, Location Scheduled Quantity and the Location
Zone. When reporting Location Operationally Available Capacity and Location Operating
Capacity, the Location Zone should be identified when the location is associated with one
Location Zone.

Discussion:

Some noted concern that this was not germane to the agenda. Because this is a joint EII/BPS
meeting convened specifically for unsubscribed and operationally available capacity, the chairs
determined that it was germane to the agenda.

Action:

The motion passed with the following vote:
LDCs
End Users
Services
0
2
5
2
0
2
2
2
7
0
2.000
1.429
2.000
0
.571

For
Against
Total
Wtg. For
Wtg. Against
Passed/Failed

Producers
2
0
2
2.000
0

Pipeline
0
10
10
0
2.000

Totals
9
14
23
5.429
4.571
PASSED

Motion:

5.3.z (s89) The Location Scheduled Quantity and the Location Operationally Available Capacity
information should be updated by the Transportation Service Provider to reflect scheduling
changes and be reported promptly following at least the scheduling deadline associated with the
timely and evening nominations cycles.

Discussion:

There was discussion that this puts a reporting burden on the pipelines in an already aggressive
timeline. As such, it was offered that the motion be modified to reflect scheduling cycles where
bumping can occur. Further discussion highlighted changes to note that reporting should follow
the timely and evening scheduling cycles. This reporting would provide additional information
for shippers to manage their intraday nominations.

Action:

The motion passed with the following vote:
LDCs
End Users
Services
1
2
7
0
0
0
1
2
7
1.000
2.000
2.000
0
0
0

For
Against
Total
Wtg. For
Wtg. Against
Passed/Failed

Motion:

Producers
2
0
2
2.000
0

Pipeline
0
11
11
0
2.000

Totals
12
11
23
7.000
2.000
PASSED

Modify the previously adopted modification to 5.4.13
Request to add the name and definition of the following data element to the data set 5.4.13
Operationally Available and Unsubscribed Capacity:
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Definition
The total net scheduled amount per
gas day at (or through) the location,
in the identified direction of flow,
expressed in standard units.

U
C

Condition
Mandatory only for
Operationally Available
Capacity.

Action:

The motion carried unanimously.

Motion:

Send the adopted standards to Information Requirements Subcommittee for complete staffing.

Discussion:

It was noted that because these votes were close, it may be more appropriate to send the proposed
standards to the Executive Committee first. After discussion, the motion was revised.

Rev. Motion:

Send the adopted standards to Executive Committee for consideration at its September meeting.

Action:

The motion passed with the following vote:
LDCs
End Users
Services
1
2
7
0
0
0
1
2
7
1.000
2.000
2.000
0
0
0

For
Against
Total
Wtg. For
Wtg. Against
Passed/Failed

Producers
2
0
2
2.000
0

Pipeline
7
0
11
2.000
0.000

Totals
19
0
19
9.000
0.000
PASSED

c. Business Purpose:
This will increase the amount of information made available by pipelines to service requesters for
both competitive and monitoring purposes. It will also assist service requesters in planning for
their future transportation needs and will promote efficiencies in the market place.

d. Commentary/Rationale of Subcommittee(s)/Task Force(s):
It was noted that because these votes were close, it may be more appropriate to send the proposed
standards to the Executive Committee first.
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